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 LIMITS FOR THE SUPERPOSITION OF

 m-DIMENSIONAL POINT PROCESSES

 WARD WHITT, Yale University

 Abstract

 To obtain a limit with independent components in the superposition of m-
 dimensional point processes, a condition corresponding to asymptotic inde-
 pendence must be included. When thisconditionis relaxed, convergence to limits
 with dependent components is possible. In either case, convergence of finite
 distributions alone implies tightness and thus weak convergence in the func-
 tion space D[O, oo) x ... x D[O, cc).

 POINT PROCESSES; POISSON PROCESS; SUPERPOSITION OF POINT PROCESSES; SUPER-
 POSITION OF m-DIMENSIONAL POINT PROCESSES; SUM OF POINT PROCESSES; POISSON
 APPROXIMATIONS; RENEWAL PROCESSES; WEAK CONVERGENCE; TIGHTNESS; WEAK
 CONVERGENCE OF POINT PROCESSES

 1. A plausible counterexample

 When considering the superposition of m-dimensional point processes, (inlar
 (1968) came up with the remarkable conclusion (top of p. 172) that the limiting
 process has independent components without assuming any independence among
 the components of the point processes being added. This result reappears in
 Sobel (1971). At first glance, the following would appear to be a counterexample.

 Let {Njn, j = 1, ..., n, n 1, be an array of row-wise independent Poisson
 processes with the intensity of N" being 2/n, L > 0. Let

 (1) Nin -Nnj(t) = N",(t + 1) - Nn(1), t> 0,

 (2) NJ N,(t) = Nnj(t) + N n(t), t 0,
 (3) L = L7(t)= N7n(t) + ... + N n(t), t> 0, (i = 1,2),
 (4) L" = L"(t)= [L"(t),L04(t)], t 0.
 We use (1) instead of making N2j an exact copy of NJ, to insure unit jumps. It is
 well known that the sum of two i.i.d. Poisson processes is a Poisson process.

 Consequently, L,1 and L2 are (highly) dependent Poisson processes each with
 intensity ;. In fact,

 (5) Ln(t) = L}(t + 1) - Ln(1).

 Received 26 July 1971. Resear ch partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant
 GK -27866.
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 Limits for the superposition of m-dimensional point processes 463

 To put this in the setting of [8], assume the remaining processes are identically 0.

 It is easy to see that the component point processes N," being added satisfy the
 assumptions of [1].

 2. Diagnosis

 Although the component processes NJ satisfy the conditions of [1], the processes

 N" obtained by summing over the components fail to satisfy (7) of [1]. Let N, and
 N2 be two Poisson processes connected by (1); let N = N, + N2; and let
 N(t1, t2)= N(t2)- N(t1). Then

 P{N(t)> 1} = P{N1(O, t) + N1(1, 1 + t) > 1}

 = 1 - e-2At, 0 t _ 1,

 (6) P{N(t) 1} = P{N,(0, 1) + 2N,(1, t) + N1(t, t + 1) ? 1}

 = P{N1(t + 1) > 1}

 = 1-e-e(t +1) tl.
 Consequently,

 (7) B(y) = I - y
 1 - e-'(y+1) y 1,

 where B is the distribution function in (2) of [1]. Finally, use 2/n with Bn(t) and

 note that Bn(t)- for t > 1 as n -+ oo, so that Condition (7) of [1] is violated.
 The reason for this is that B(t) can be defined as

 (8) B(t) = lim P{N(t + s) - N(s) 1, N(s) ? 1}/P{N(s) > 1}, slO

 which we know to be - by our construction.
 The upshot of all this is that while [1] appears to be mathematically correct,

 some adjustment is needed in the interpretation. There is indeed a clearly identi-
 fiable condition relating to independence of the component processes. In fact, it
 is now clear from (8) here that, in the presence of the other assumptions, (7) of [1]
 is tantamount to asymptotic independence of the m component processes

 Nj(.t)..,Nmj(t) as n-+oo. It is also apparent that Lemma (9) of [1] could just
 as well have been used as a starting point. In other words, (7) of [1], (9) of [1], and
 asymptotic independence are all equivalent.

 3. Allowing for dependence in the limit

 Our discussion above suggests that relaxing (7) of [1] might still lead to limit
 theorems for the superposition of point processes, but limit theorems for which
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 the components of the limit process are dependent. We briefly indicate how this
 can be done.

 The idea is to genuinely consider the multivariate problem, that is, consider an

 array of stationary point processes {Nj, j = 1, n), n n 1, which take values in
 I' (the product of m copies of the non-negative integers). Then use the multiple
 Poisson approximation for the multinomial distribution just as the Poisson
 approximation for the binomial distribution is used in the one-dimensional case,
 cf. [3], p. 162. For example, suppose all the marginal one-dimensional point
 processes are stationary and orderly, satisfying the conditions of [1]. We replace
 (7) of [1] with

 (9) for any t > 0, and all i, 1 < i < m, sup B7.(t) 0 as n - oo.
 15jn

 In addition, assume that

 (10) lim nP{(N(t) = (i1, .., ) im)} = (i1, ,'", im)t l - .oo

 and

 lim P{Njn(t) = (0, ..., 0)} = 1 - tl(il, ..., im)/n + o(1 /n), (11) "n-+

 (i0 , ..., im) - {0, 1}n, (i0 , ""5, im) (0, "",0)

 for each t > 0, where ij is 0 or 1 so that (i,., ){0, ic) {0,1}m, (i,..., im) 0. Then
 let {Mn(t), t 0} be the counting process which records the number of times each

 (im, ", in) occurs in the n independent processes Nn(t), ..., Nn(t). Then the argu-
 ments of [1] and [3] imply that M, = M, where => denotes weak convergence or
 convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions (see Section 4) and

 (12) P{M(t) = (k1, ...,k,)} = exp{ - t 2j H (?jt)kJ/kj!,
 "j=1 j=1

 where j indexes (i1, ., im) in {0, 1}m, cf. [3], p. 162. Since each Nn is orderly, it

 is only necessary to consider ij = 0 or 1 in (12), so that p = 2". Now Ln(t) = Nin(t)
 + ... + N"(t) and L"(t) = N"(t) + -. + N"(t) can be obtained as functions of
 M,(t). Consequently, L/ => Li and L"=> L, where Li is a Poisson process for each i,
 but L in general does not consist of m independent Poisson processes.

 4. Weak convergence on function spaces

 It is of interest to consider such superposition theorems in the context of weak

 convergence on function spaces, cf. Kennedy (1970) and Grigelionis (1971). Then
 many associated limit theorems are immediately implied. However, convergence
 of the finite-dimensional distributions of a sequence of point processes (to a
 limiting point process) automatically implies tightness and thus weak convergence,
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 cf. Theorem 6.2.3 of Straf (1969), Section 3 of Jagers (1971), and Corollary 6.1 of
 Whitt (1971). Consequently, some of the assumptions in [4] and [6] can be
 relaxed.

 5. Related literature

 For a more complete picture of the literature, consult Qinlar (1971) and Grigelio-
 nis (1971).
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